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Abstract. Neural Machine Translation (NMT) models have achieved
remarkable performance on translating between high resource languages.
However, translation quality for languages with limited data is much
worse. This research focuses on the low resource language of Sepedi and
considers two data augmentation techniques to increase the size and di-
versity of English-Sepedi corpora for training an NMT model. First we
consider backtranslation, which makes use of the larger amount of avail-
able monolingual Sepedi text. We train a reverse (Sepedi to English)
model and generate synthetic English sentences from the monolingual
Sepedi sentences. These synthetic translations examples are added to
the parallel English-Sepedi sentences. We carry out various experiments
to investigate translation quality improvements. The second technique
we consider is to generate synthetic data from parallel sentences be-
tween English and a closely-related language, Setswana. Setwana word
are replacing with Sepedi words through an induced bilingual dictionary,
which is created by using a supervised Generative Adversarial Network
to align the embeddings of Sepedi and Setswana words. We evaluate our
models on the JW300, FLoRes and Autshumato evaluation test sets,
finding improvements over the current benchmark BLEU scores across
all three datasets.

Keywords: Neural Machine Translation · Data Augmentation · Back-
translation · Word Replacement.

1 Introduction

Machine translation is a natural language processing task for automating the
translation of text between two or more natural languages. Despite major ad-
vances in natural language processing over the past few decades, research efforts
typically focus on a small number of high-resource languages [21], with less at-
tention given to so-called low resource languages due to the limited availability
of data. Most African languages fall into this category and remain understud-
ied for machine translation, even though African languages account for 30.15%
of all living languages [27]. Neural machine translation (NMT) models require
numerous instances of sentence translation pairs covering diverse contexts [14].
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Consequently, limited availability of training data reduces models’ translation
quality.

Data augmentation is a general approach in machine learning to generate
additional training examples to complement available data, with the aim of im-
proving the performance of models trained on the augmented training data [39].
In this research we investigate two data augmentation techniques to improve
the translation quality of a NMT model, focusing our experiments on Sepedi, a
low-resource language which belongs to the Sotho-Tswana language family.

The most widely used data augmentation technique for neural machine trans-
lation is backtranslation [32]. This technique remains largely unexplored for
South African languages. We investigate backtranslation using Sepedi mono-
lingual corpora from multiple domains. The second method we investigate is
replacing some of the words in the training data of one language with words
from another language [40] to generate additional synthetic training data. For
South African languages this method has only been investigated for a classifica-
tion task [23]. We apply the word replacement technique to the closely-related
language of Setswana.

We start by establishing strong baselines using the Transformer architecture,
replicating models from previously published work on NMT for South African
languages [24, 2] for translation from English to Sepedi. All our NMT models
are evaluated using the Bilingual Evaluation Understudy (BLEU) score, which
compares the model’s translation output to reference translations. We use hy-
perparameter tuning to improve performance by tuning model capacity (e.g.
increasing the number of attention heads) and regularization (e.g. changing the
dropout rate). A reverse (Sepedi to English) NMT model is then trained to back-
translate Sepedi monolingual data to synthetically generated English sentences;
these sentences are combined with the available parallel English-Sepedi corpus
to train augmented models.

For the word replacement, we train Sepedi and Setswana word embeddings
using the continuous bag-of-words (CBOW) and skipgram approaches. Semi-
supervised Generative Adversarial Networks are used to align the word embed-
dings to induce a Sepedi-Setswana bilingual dictionary. A pseudo English-Sepedi
corpus is created by replacing each Setswana word in the English-Setswana par-
allel corpus with a Sepedi word, if a dictionary entry exists for that word. This
pseudo English-Sepedi corpus is added to the training data and its effect on
translation quality is investigated.

In summary, the contributions of this research are as follows:

1. Improving the current benchmark English-Sepedi BLEU scores by tuning
the NMT model’s capacity and regularization.

2. Benchmarking backtranslation on an English-Sepedi NMT model and ex-
ploring improvements through noising and filtering, resulting in BLEU score
improvements ranging from +2 to +8 BLEU across three established test
sets.

3. Benchmarking data augmentation by replacing Sepedi words in a English-
Setswana corpus, comparing the translation quality improvements due to
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using different embedding models for inducing a bilingual dictionary, as well
as filtering the synthetic corpus. This results in BLEU score improvements
ranging from +0.35 to +1.2 BLEU scores across two of the three test sets.

2 Related Work

2.1 Neural Machine Translation

Autoregressive neural machine translation (NMT) models the conditional prob-
ability of a target sentence y = {y1, y2, y3, ..., yn−1, yn} of length n given a source
sentence x = {x1, x2, ..., xm−1, xm} of length m [36, 34]. The chain rule is used
to factorize the conditional probability into the product of the conditional prob-
abilities of each next target word yt consecutively,

P (y|x) =
n∏

t=1

P (yt|y0, y1.y2, ..., yt−1,x), (1)

for each time step t. The inference problem is finding the most likely translation
ŷ for a given input source sentence x, that is ŷ = argmaxP (y|x) [34].

Earlier approaches [9, 35] mapped the input sequence to a fixed-length vec-
tor, and subsequently map that vector to the target sequence. Although this
encoder-decoder architecture using recurrent neural networks performed well on
short sentences, it performed poorly on longer sentences [8]. This led to new
approaches being proposed, including the use of the Long-Short Term Memory
(LSTM) architecture [35]. Most significantly was the use of an attention mech-
anism where the input sentence is encoded into a sequence of vectors with a
weighted combination of these vectors used by the decoder at each time step [5].

This further led to the development of the Transformer model which uses
only the attention mechanism to model the relationship between sequence ele-
ments [38]. The model applies the attention function multiple times through a
projection of the query (Q) and key-value (K,V) vectors with different, learned
linear projections. This gives rise to the Transformer architecture which uses
multi-head attention and point-wise, fully connected layers. Given that there
is no recurrence in the Transformer model, a positional embedding is added to
each input embedding, capturing the relative or absolute position of tokens in a
sequence. The encoder-decoder model for NMT uses self-attention among source
and target sequences and cross-attention between them.

Transformer-based NMT models have multiple configurable components (e.g.
embedding dimension size, number of layers, learning rates etc.) which enables
varying training approaches [28]. NMT models require a fixed vocabulary, with
an embeddings for each word in the vocabulary. This gives rise to the out of
vocabulary words problem, where words not in the vocabulary cannot be handled
at test time. Current NMTmodel predominantly uses Byte-Pair Encoding (BPE)
[16], a data compression algorithm that merges frequently occurring pairs of
characters repeatedly to construct a vocabulary which may include subwords,
into which any word can be divided.
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Fig. 1: Overview of backtranslation for machine translation training

The standard automatic evaluation metric for machine translation is the
Bilingual Evaluation Understudy (BLEU) score [30] which computes a modified
precision of n-grams in the translated sentence compared to one or more reference
sentences.

2.2 Data Augmentation

Data augmentation encompasses various methods and techniques that aim to
increase the amount and diversity of training data without collecting more data
[15]. These techniques attempt to generate extra data points from the empir-
ically observed training set to train subsequent machine learning models and
algorithms. The additional data can help to prevent models from performing
poorly on new unseen data.

Backtranslation Backtranslation [32] makes use of a trained target-to-source
NMT model to translate large amounts of monolingual target language data.
This creates synthetic parallel sentence pairs which can then be used as addi-
tional training data for a source-to-target NMT model. This technique leverages
semantic invariances encoded in supervised translation dataset to produce aug-
mented data with similar semantic invariances [33]. The success of backtransla-
tion has led to the development of many extensions [42, 10, 41].

Figure 1 illustrates the backtranslation process using English (En) as source
language and Sepedi (Nso) as target language. The steps are as follows: (1) train
a baseline NMT model using available parallel En-Nso sentences; (2) train a
reverse NMT model Nso-En using the same available parallel En-Nso sentences;
(3) use the Nso-En NMT model to generate synthetic En sentences from the
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Fig. 2: Overview of word replacement-based data augmentation for machine
translation

monolingual Nso sentences; (4) train an NMT model based on the combined
available En-Nso parallel sentences and synthetic sentences.

The additional monolingual data is useful for the overall objective of the
NMT model as it helps improve the estimation of the prior probability of the
target sentence, i.e., the fluency of the output. This exploits the fact that the
encoder-decoder of the NMT conditions the probability distribution of the next
target word on previous target words. The improvement in translation quality
resulting from backtranslation inspired other studies including backtranslating
source-side monolingual data [42], improving massively multilingual models [41]
and backtranslating on a batch-basis instead of the full corpus [4].

Synthetic sentences can introduce poor translations and noise in the train-
ing data. Data filtering methods have been proposed to extract higher-quality
sentences which are likely to optimize the translation model, which removing
sentences with errors [19].

Word Replacement Data augmentation in the form of word replacement refers
to approaches that perturb a dataset by replacing tokens with either different
words from the current vocabulary or with new words that did not exist in
that dataset. The word replacement technique [40] aims to exploit the semantic
relationships that are captured in word vector representations [26].

Figure 2 provides an illustration of the word replacement process using Sepedi
(Nso) as target language, Setswana (Tn) as highly related language, and English
(En) as source language. The steps are as follows: (1) use words that are the same
in Sepedi and Setswana to initialise the transformation matrix between word
embeddings of Sepedi and Setswana words; (2) train a GAN model based on the
matrix and apply the model on word embeddings for all words in the vocabularies
to generate a bilingual dictionary; (3) replace all the aligned Setswana words in
the Tn side of the En-Tn parallel corpus with the aligned Nso-words from the
bilingual dictionary; (4) train an NMT model based on the combination of En-
Nso parallel sentences and En-Tn parallel sentences with Nso word replacements.
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The process of creating the bilingual dictionary is based on a transforma-
tion matrix W between the embedding spaces of the target and highly related
languages, using normalized embeddings with orthogonal transformations. The
transformation matrix is learned by aligning similar words between the target
language and highly related language.

The unsupervised dictionary [22, 40] is created via a domain-adversarial train-
ing technique for all other words [17]. The model is trained to discriminate
between the highly related language word embeddings Y and the transformed
target word embeddings WX, with the discriminator aiming to make accurate
predictions of the origin of the embeddings (i.e. Y or WX) and the generator
aiming to make Y and WX as similar as possible.

To refine and translate the mapped embeddings to words in the dictionary,
word pairs are added to the dictionary if they are the closest neighbours, where
the Cross-Domain Similarity Local Scaling [22] metric is used as measure of
closeness for the words in the resulting dictionary. The aim is to ensure that the
selected highly related language word is the likeliest nearest neighbour of the
source word in the highly related language.

2.3 NMT for South African Languages

NMT research focused specifically on South African and African languages re-
mains limited compared to other languages. The research that pioneered NMT
for South African languages [2] focused on Setswana, experimenting with multi-
ple neural network architectures including convolution networks and the Trans-
former. BLEU scores achieved in this research ranged from 27.77 to 33.53, with
the Transformer architecture performing best. An extension to previously uncov-
ered South African languages of Northern Sotho (Sepedi) and Xitsonga using the
Autshumato dataset achieved BLEU scores of 10.94 and 17.98 [1]. The current
benchmark research carried out full coverage of all South African languages [24],
training on the larger JW300 corpus [3]. More recent works have trained large
multilingual NMT systems for selected African [13] and South African languages
[12]; in this work we are not comparing directly to these approaches.

3 Data and Preprocessing

3.1 English-Sepedi and English-Setswana Parallel Corpora

The statistics of the English-Sepedi parallel corpora used in this work are given
in Table 1. We use the JW300 dataset [3] as our primary data source. JW300 is
a crawl of publications from the jw.org website consisting of multilingual articles
mainly translated from English. The dataset excels in terms of coverage for low-
resource languages. This dataset was accessed via Opus [37], using the test set
created by the Masakhane project [27].

This dataset does have some issues, the first being the ideological bias em-
anating from jw.org, as well as domain bias given that the text mainly covers
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Table 1: En-Nso parallel corpora for training and evaluation

Dataset Sentences Tokens (En) Tokens (Nso)

JW300 Train 620 474 15.4m 12.7m
JW300 Validation 1 246 31k 25k
JW300 Test 2 711 56k 45k
Autshumato Test 514 9.2k 12.4k
FLoRes Test 2 009 42.8k 55.8k

Table 2: Sepedi Monolingual Corpora [31]

Dataset Name Sentences Tokens

NCHLT Sepedi Text Corpora 164k 3.5m
Curriculum Assessment Policy Statements 428k 9.1m
Government Cabinet Meetings Minutes 21 233 528k
Nal’ibali Short Stories 7 925 197k
South African Revenue Services Information 7 196 148k
Other Web Crawl 116k 2.4m

Total 745k 15.87m

biblical subjects. Another issue, though as far we know it does not directly effect
the data for our experiments, is inconsistency in the language codes used [7].

We use the Autshumato Machine Translation Evaluation Set [25] for addi-
tional evaluation and comparability to other published research. This dataset
consists of 500 sentences translated by four different professional human trans-
lators across all eleven South African languages.

Lastly, we use the FLoRes-101 Evaluation Benchmark dataset [18] (using
both dev and devtest). This dataset consists of 3001 sentences professionally
translated from English Wikipedia covering multiple domains including news,
travel and various books, and consists of translations to 101 low-resource lan-
guages including Northern Sotho (Sepedi). It is standard practice in machine
translation research that the evaluation sets are relatively small, due to the rel-
atively large size of the training data and the challenge of getting high-quality
translations with multiple references to ensure reliable evaluation.

The additional bitext dataset for the word replacement experiments is the
English to Setswana parallel corpus from JW300. This training data is slightly
larger than the English-Sepedi corpus with 862 159 sentences (23m English to-
kens and 19m Setwana tokens). The sizes of the En-Tn validation and test sets
are similar to that of En-Nso.

3.2 Sepedi monolingual corpus

There is a limited amount of publicly available Sepedi monolingual text. A no-
table dataset is the NCHLT Sepedi Text Corpora [11] consisting of only 164 000
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sentences and approximately 1.5 million tokens, based on South African govern-
ment documents crawled from government websites. This paper makes use of
additional monolingual Sepedi data acquired through web crawling [31]. Table
2 presents the dataset statistics. The dataset covers various domains including
South African Government Cabinet meetings minutes, Curriculum Assessment
Policy Statements, documents from the South African Revenue Services, and
short stories from nalibali.org.

3.3 Preprocessing

We follow previous work in separating the global JW300 English-Sepedi test set
[27] from the rest of the JW300 data, which is split into training and validation
sets. We train BPE tokenizers separately on the English and Sepedi sides of
the training data, with a maximum vocabulary of 10 000 for each languages. For
backtranslation we found that it worked better to train the BPE tokenizer on the
combination of the JW300 corpus and the Sepedi monolingual corpus than on
the JW300 corpus only. Applying the JW300-only learnt BPE operations on the
Sepedi monolingual corpus introduced between 10.80% and 14.80% unk tokens;
this was in contrast to using learnt BPE operations based on the combination of
the JW300 and Sepedi monolingual corpora which introduced 0.06% to 1.84%
unk tokens.

For training purposes, we use the FairSeq toolkit [28], an extensible open-
source neural machine translation package that is suitable for research pur-
poses, for all the experiments.1 FairSeq includes implementations of sequence-
to-sequence models, LSTMs, convolutional models, and Transformers.

The model is trained for between 50 - 100 epochs or until convergence. All
experiments are run on single Tesla V100-PCIE-16GB GPU nodes for 6 hours on
average. We make use of 16-bit floating point operations [29] for faster training.

4 Backtranslation: Experiments and Results

We train an English to Sepedi baseline NMT model, following previous work
[1]. The baseline configuration consists of 5 hidden layers and learning rate of
0.0003, using the Adam optimizer [20]. We use 4 attention heads for both the
encoder and decoder, an embedding dimension of 256, feed-forward dimension of
1024, and a dropout rate of 0.3. We perform hyperparameter tuning to further
optimize these settings.

A reverse NMT model (Sepedi to English) is trained based on the same
optimised hyperparameters; this model is used to generate synthetic English
sentences from monolingual Sepedi sentences. The combined parallel dataset
and dataset generated with backtranslation is used to train further models.

In addition to the baseline model hyperparameter settings [24], we consider
further combinations of hyperparameter settings focusing on the trade off be-

1 Available at https://github.com/pytorch/fairseq
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Table 3: English-Sepedi Translation Results for Backtranslation (Test Set BLEU
Scores)

JW300 Autshumato FLoRes

Benchmark [24, 1, 18] 45.95 10.95 6.76
Baseline 45.69 9.45 6.45
Baseline+Hyperparameter Optimisation 49.50 11.63 6.51

Standard Backtranslation 45.71 12.23 8.10
Backtranslation+Noise 42.96 19.30 8.74
Backtranslation+Filtering 48.23 14.31 8.52
Backtranslation+Noise+Filtering 48.82 19.45 9.17

tween model capacity and regularization. For generating the synthetic backtrans-
lation data we considered three decoding algorithms: beam search, sampling and
top-k sampling (with k=10). In all the result reported here, beam search is used
as it led to the best performance.

Additionally, we investigate applying noise [10] to the backtranslated sen-
tences, making use of the noisy-text package.2 The following noising operations
are applied: delete words in the synthetic sentence (with probability of 0.1), re-
place words with a MASK token (with probability of 0.1), and swapping words
within a range of 10 tokens.

4.1 Results

The backtranslation results are reported in Table 3.

Baseline Our baseline aimed to reproduce previous work that is used as bench-
mark using the same hyperparameters [1]. On the JW300 test set near-identical
results are obtained [24]. On Autshumato the results are slightly lower [1], while
on FLoRes the results are again very close to previously reported results [18].

Hyperparameter Tuning For subsequent experiments we performed hyperparam-
eter tuning based on increasing the model capacity, in which we increase the
number of attention heads from 4 to 8. This results in a BLEU score increase of
+1.54 for the En-Nso direction. The second aspect is the model’s regularization,
whereby we lower the dropout rate to 0.1, and achieve a BLEU score increase
of +2.77 for the En-Nso direction. The best result is due to a combination of
both of these approaches, giving a BLEU score increase of +3.81 for the En-Nso
direction.

We apply the same hyperparameters to train the reverse translation model
(Nso-En). Performance increase from 46.59 to 47.95 BLEU when both changes
are applied, compared to the baseline.

2 https://github.com/valentinmace/noisy-text
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Backtranslation The baseline backtranslation results show an improvement of
only +0.02 BLEU on the JW300 evaluation set; however the improvements are
larger with +2.78 and +1.65 on the Autshumato and FLoRes evaluation sets,
respectively.

Backtranslation with noise added during the generation of the synthetic sen-
tences leads to a performance drop on the JW300 test set, but improvements
on the other two evaluation sets. This suggests that the added noise makes the
model more robust across domains. We also experimented with reducing the
noise introduced by the backtranslated data by increasing the ratio of the base
training data compared to the backtranslated data to 2:1. This led to a smaller
increase on Autshumato (to 15.61 BLEU), but decreased performance on buth
JW300 (44.49 BLEU) and FLoRes (7.86 BLEU).

A different approach to lessen translation quality deterioration in backtrans-
lation is filtering. We investigate filtering the synthetic sentences based on the
number of tokens. Results are reported for filtering out sentences with less than
five tokens. We record an increase in the BLUE score of +2.52 on the JW300
evaluation set.

We also experimented with a higher threshold of ten tokens: The results are
very similar, with slight increases on JW300 (48.29 BLEU) and Autshumato
(14.68 BLUE) but a decrease on FLoRes (8.03 BLUE). The number of training
sentences decreases from 1.36M (backtranslation baseline) to 955k (filtering to-
ken length 5) or 828k (filtering token length 10), compared to the bitext size of
620k.

We further combine applying noise to the generated synthetic sentences and
filtering the sentences based on the number of tokens. The results are again
reported for filtering sentences with less than 5 tokens. This yields the best
performance among backtranslation models across all 3 test sets. We also ex-
perimented with a filtering length of 10 tokens. This leads to slightly worse
performance on JW300 (47.42) and Autshumato (19.22), but slightly higher on
FLoRes (9.33).

The final results therefore show that the addition of monolingual data with
different domains to the bitext data improves the generalization of the NMT
model. However, care needs to be taken to ensure the quality of the synthetic
data utilized.

5 Word Replacement: Experiments and Results

We train word embeddings for Sepedi and Setswana from monolingual data using
fastText [6].3 A bilingual dictionary is created by aligning the embedding spaces.
Setswana tokens in the English-Setswana parallel corpus are replaced with Sepedi
words if they appear in the bilingual dictionary. The resulting pseudo-Sepedi
corpus is combined with the base English–Sepedi corpus to train NMT models.

To train word embeddings of size d we experiment with two approaches [26]:
Continuous Bag-of-Words (CBOW) and Skipgram. The CBOW architecture uses

3 https://github.com/facebookresearch/fastText
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Table 4: NMT results with word replacement based on CBOW vs. Skipgram
Induced Dictionaries

Method JW300 FLoRes Autshumato

CBOW (d = 300) 30.88 5.10 8.19
CBOW (d = 500) 28.51 5.11 7.67
Skipgram (d = 300) 31.97 6.20 8.81
Skipgram (d = 500) 30.14 5.77 8.52

the combination of the vectors of the words surrounding of a target word (the
context words) as context for predicting the target word. Skipgram on the other
hand aims to predict the context words given the target word as input into the
model.

The two embedding spaces are aligned using a supervised adversarial train-
ing approach. We start by identifying similar tokens between the Sepedi and
Setswana vocabularies. These total 5 305 tokens, which are further split into
train-test split of 4000 and 1 305 tokens. Word pairs between Setswana and Se-
pedi are added to the dictionary if they are each other’s closest neighbours by
using the CSLS similarity measure [40]. The mappings are done from the lan-
guage with the smaller vocabulary size to ensure a one-to-one mapping. We also
apply alignment refinements [22] to improve the mapping of rare words. Addi-
tionally, we investigate a filtering approach in which only synthetic sentences in
which at least some percentage of tokens (1% to 20%) were replaced are kept.

5.1 Results

Embeddings for dictionary construction The first set of results for word replace-
ment are given in Table 4. We compare the effect of the embedding dimension d
using both CBOW and Skipgram. In preliminary experiments the BLEU scores
resulting from the various dimension sizes generally increased up to size d = 300.
The reported results all use a BPE vocabulary of 15k. We also experimented with
a BPE size of 10k, but this led to unstable results, with very low BLEU scores
(e.g. 4.3) for some of the embeddings models.

The skipgram model outperforms CBOW across all test sets and settings
for constructing the bilingual dictionary. Models with an embedding size of 300
outperform using the larger embedding size of 500 across all test sets. However,
this approach still consistently performs worse than the baseline.

Word replacement with filtering We aim to improve the word replacement ap-
proach further by filtering the pseudo-Sepedi corpus based on the percentage of
Setswana tokens replaced in each sentence. Table 5 gives the translation results
from training over corpora with various levels of filtering. The embedding model
that gave the best results (Skipgram, d = 300, BPE vocabulary 15k) is used.
Filtering leads to improvements across all the evaluation sets. The 10% filtered
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Table 5: NMT results for word replacement with filtering, controlling the mini-
mum proportion of replaced tokens per sentence

% Replaced JW300 FLoRes Autshumato

Baseline 45.69 6.45 9.45

No filter 31.97 6.20 8.81
1% 41.29 7.72 11.30
5% 40.03 6.08 8.03
10% 42.40 7.96 9.06
20% 41.90 7.16 8.81

corpus generally results in best performance across the evaluation sets, with the
exception of 1% filtering on Autshumato. Compared to the baseline, improve-
ments are obtained on the FLoRes and Autshumato test sets, but not on the
in-domain JW300 test set. The reflects a similar pattern to the backtranslation
results, although much smaller improvements are obtained from word replace-
ment than from backtranslation.

6 Conclusion

We performed a comprehensive evaluation of two data augmentation methods,
backtranslation and word replacement, for English to Sepedi neural machine
translation. The results show that both backtranslation and word replacement
improves generalisation over the NMT baseline, as evidenced by improvements
in BLEU scores on the Autshumato and FLoRes test sets, which cover different
domains than the JW300 training corpus. Compared to previous published re-
sults, our best backtranslation models obtained improvements of +3.13 on the
JW300, +8.50 on Autshumato, and +2.41 on the FLoRes evaluation set. On
the JW300 test set the best performance was however obtained by better hyper-
parameter tuning of the base model. The results from word replacement were
also promising, although the higher levels of noise in the synthetic data creates
challenges for this approach in low-resource setups. The choice of BPE vocabu-
lary size, embedding model and embedding dimension had a large effect on the
quality of the induced bilingual dictionary. Filtering the synthetic corpus was
essential for obtaining good results. The results show smaller improvements over
the benchmarks, with +0.35 on the Autshumato evaluation set and +1.20 on
the FLoRes evaluation set. No improvements where obtained on the benchmark
JW300 evaluation set.
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